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Our Journey

We are ready to ship hypnotic sleep at your doorstep. 

TAD Mattresses gratifies hypnotic sleep to actualise tranquillity, harmony and serenity of mind.

TAD Mattress sleep solutions come with a world class structure, latest innovation, cutting edge 3D 

Airflow technology, to deliver distinctive sleep solutions at all price ranges along with a wide plethora 

of choices based on different consumer needs. 

Together let's celebrate happy hypnotic sleep every night!

Our consumers and our mother nature inspired us in the past for delivering the best in furniture and that 

didn't let us be complacent, as we strive to aim higher, this time we raised the bar and elevated our vision. 

A simple glance above into the sky, inspired us to bring to you our Celestial TAD Mattress. 

TAD was established in 1996 Malaysia with state-of-the-art, fully automated units where we design and 

produce world-class, non-toxic, durable and environment-friendly furniture.

After successfully establishing in the Furniture Industry and living up to our word of honour for Making 

Happy Spaces, we understand no Happy spaces is perfected and rewarded without a good sleep and to 

help our consumers attain an unparalleled reposeful sleep we are delighted to introduce TAD 

Mattresses. 
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Latex
ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY BRAND PHILOSOPHY : A GLIMPSE

Our 100 % natural, eco-friendly latex is derived from the rubber sap extracted from Hevea Brasiliensis 

rubber tree, which yields a milky white fluid that, usually also referred as latex.

It takes about six years for a Hevea Brasiliensis rubber tree to grow to a point where it's economical to 

harvest the sap, which is called latex.

The latex is a sticky, milky and white colloid drawn off by making incisions in the bark and collecting the 

fluid in vessels in a process called "tapping".

With our lush natural and organic Latex line of mattress, we thrive to reduce carbon imprint for a greener 

eco-friendly planet securing mother natures for generations to come.

Our 100% natural eco-friendly latex is manufactured with highly energy efficient Dunlop manufacturing 

method of producing Latex.

Here's how you tap one: The collector makes a thin, diagonal cut to remove a sliver of  the bark. The milky-

white latex fluid runs out of the bark, similar to bleeding out of a small superficial wound on your skin. The 

fluid runs down the cut and is collected in a bucket. After about six hours, the fluid stops flowing. In that 

six-hour period, a tree can usually fill a gallon bucket. The tree can be tapped again with another fresh cut, 

usually the next day.
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P I N C O R E  T E C H N O LO G Y
TAD Latex mattresses are built with modern state of art Pincore technology to magnify the open-cell 

structure of Latex. Thousands of pincores are created on the surface of the mattress that provides for easy 

air ventilation, improving natural breathability and an unparalleled comfort with ideal body contouring that 

perfectly etches your body silhouette. With these innate features your harmonious hypnotic sleep is certain.

lpha
C o l l e c t i o n L a t e x

Custom sizes are available.

Name Firm YardstickThickness Finish Material Embodied

Siesta

Siesta 
Plush

Pincore

6" Pure Latex Box Type Medium Firm
78x60 - 15,314

6" Pure Latex, 
2" Soft Latex

 100 % Cotton Fabric

 100% Natural 6 Inch Latex

Mattress Type

Latex

2 Inch 100% Natural Soft Latex

6 Inch 100% Natural Soft Latex
Soft to 

Medium Firm
Latex Box Type

78x72 - 18,376

78x60 - 15,314

78x72 - 18,376 
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Pincore latex

Siesta Plush is mindfully designed with essentially natural 100 percent Dunlop latex. Additional soft latex layer for your sheer 
snuggly plush comfort. Drift into a timeless and profoundly tranquil sleep with latest pincore technology that provides ideal 
body contouring by relieving pressure points and isolates motion transfer. Siesta plush is our signature Dunlop latex mattress 
that gives you the perfect spinal support for your outrageous comfort. This organic mattress has everything under the sun that 
you've desired for when it comes to your hypnotic sleep, A highly functionable double sided mattress that has luxe look, healing 
therapeutic features, plush comfort, hypoallergenic, vegan, 100 percent organic, bio-degradable odourless, fire retardant at an 
incredible price. Indeed, Siesta Plush strikes as a pearl in black sea. 
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Pincore latex

Siesta is crafted with an astounding pincore technology featuring incredible body contouring, evenly distributes body weight 
embracing your silhouette anytime you toss and turn, coupled with zero motion transfer designed for your giant leap on your 
restorative sleep. Multiple pincores allows easy air ventilation resulting in reducing odour for your hygienic slumber experience, 
also helps in boosting your blood circulation, balanced support aiming at perfect spine alignment for a well deserving siesta 
time. Innovative dual sided 100 percent natural latex mattress known to have adaptable body temperature in all seasons. 
Indispensably a solid anti-sagging, vegan, hypoallergenic fire retardant, bio-degradable Dunlop latex mattress that would last 
for years to come.



lpha
C o l l e c t i o n P o c k e t e d

Custom sizes are available.

Name

Firm Yardstick

Thickness

Finish

Material Embodied

Pocketed springs per square

Ardent

Warranty

6”

French Top

Medium Soft

5 Years

Mattress Type

Ad Astra

6”

Pillow Top

Soft

25 per square mtr

10 Years

Belgium Bliss Fabric

Premium Profile Foam

Rebonded Foam

Pocketed PT Pocketed Plain

25 per square mtr

Grandiose

8”

Euro Top

Medium Soft

10 Years

Pocketed ET + Memory Foam

25 per square mtr

100 % Organic Cotton

Viscoelastic Memory Foam

Rebonded Foam

Belgium Bliss Fabric

Premium Profile Foam

Rebonded Foam
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Grandiose is built in a remarkably exquisite euro cushion top design in a multilayer quilt for your magnificent comfort. Cutting 
edge 3D Airflow Technology with temperature-regulating and anti-microbial features for an intensely cool and fresh nap time. 
Individually wrapped 25 pocket springs per square meter to support your body and distribute your weight evenly across the 
mattress. Its complex matrix of pocketed springs featuring zero motion transfer, whilst your partner rolls over paving way for 
your zen like sleep. Hand tufted Euro top layer sits above a pressure-relieving memory foam layer for customised body 
contouring ensuring your body is cradled from tip to toe, so you wake up feeling refreshed and revived. Needle tufted side 
handles for remarkable grip and durability.

Alpha Badge
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Ad Astra comes in a picturesque pillow top design, ergonomically engineered with 25 heavy grade carbon manganese pocketed 

springs per square meter and 3D avant-garde Airflow technology providing good air circulation to let go of body sweat and 

moisture to keep the body refreshingly cool and dry when sleeping. This puffy mattress features an affluent Belgium bliss multi-

layer top quilt for your splendid comfort. The plush, soft surface that leaves you floating on a cloud. Each pocket springs work 

independently to offer zero motion transfer that helps you sleep through your partners tossing and turning coupled with high 

resilient, shock absorbing rebounded foam that isolates motion transfer and provides for the perfect over all body contouring 

whilst you are asleep. Needle tufted side handles for remarkable grip and durability.
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Ardent crafted in an awe inspiring French top design with an extra padding that helps to dissipate your body weight, 

providing you with an extravagant comfort and a glorious slumber experience. Elegant Belgium bliss fabric has 

antimicrobial characteristics for your pristine and hygienic sleep. Innovative 3D Airflow technology continually 

circulates the air, keeping dust down and creating a cooler, fresher, and healthier sleeping environment. 25 individually 

wrapped pocketed springs per square meter form a matrix that provides you with total support by relieving pressure in 

your spine, hips and shoulder. An additional highly resilient, shock absorption rebonded foam layer helps in impeccable 

body contouring. With all the inherent benefits this mattress will certainly bring you sleep in paradise experience.



lpha
C o l l e c t i o n B o n n e l l

Name

Firm Yardstick

Thickness

Finish

Material Embodied

Jovian Fortitude

Bonnell springs per square

Glowing Aura Stellar Supple

Warranty

6”

Plain Top/ Waterfall

Medium Firm

11 per square mtr

10 Years

100% Organic fabric

Viscoelastic Memory Foam

Wool Design Felt

6”

French Top

Medium Firm

11 per square mtr

5 Years

Belgium Bliss Fabric

Premium Profile Foam

Wool Design Felt

6”

Pillow Top

Soft

11 per square mtr

10 Years

Belgium Bliss Fabric

Premium Profile Foam

Wool Design Felt

Mattress Type Bonnel Spring + Memory Foam Bonnel Bonnel PT

Custom sizes are available.







Jovian Fortitude is our highest expression of craftsmanship , a Classic box type timeless design packed with luxurious 

soft multi-layer top quilt to for your sheer  comfort and hypnotic sleep to unlock the treasures of your abundant sub 

conscious mind, paving way for an enthralling sack time experience. It comprises of 11 heavy grade carbon manganese 

bonnel springs per square meter. Highly breathable 100%  organic cotton, 3D airflow technology provides for a serene, 

tranquil uninterrupted sleep. Allows for the perfect body contouring and lumbar-spine support regardless of tossing and 

turning. Needle tufted side handles for remarkable grip and durability. Meets every universal standard of any premium 

mattress. 
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Stellar Supple’s dynamic design is meticulously constructed with multi-layer quilt coupled with pillow top for your 

outrageous comfort and wondrous quaint sleep. Stellar Supple is made of 11 heavy grade carbon manganese bonnel 

springs per square meter. Features a perfect balance of softness, head to toe body calibrating support for a dazzling 

slumber experience. Specifically designed to help your spine alignment regardless of your sleep positions. Lavish 

construction with cutting edge 3D Airflow technology for your reposeful and luxuriously well rested sleep, making sure 

you wake up with a luminous radiant energy. Needle tufted side handles for remarkable grip and durability.
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Glowing Aura is delightfully designed for your enigmatic sleep journey. Encased in a French top Premium Belgium bliss 

upgraded upholstery portraying prolific modern design. Billowingly soft multi-layer top quilt for your cosy comfort. 

Glowing Aura is made of 11 heavy grade carbon manganese bonnel springs per square meter ensuring optimal support 

for your spine, lumbar and hips with ideal body contouring features. The extra breathable Belgium bliss fabric with 3D 

Airflow technology allows for a cooler, soothing and fresh sleeping experience. Comfort that exceeds your expectations at 

an unbeatable price. Available in two of your favourite colours, blue and living coral.

PREMIUM 
FABRIC
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lpha
C o l l e c t i o n F o a m

Custom sizes are available.

Name

Firm Yardstick

Thickness

Finish

Material Embodied

Empyrean Morpheus

Warranty

6”

French Top

Medium Firm

10 Years

5”

Plain Top

5 Years

High GSM Denim Fabric

Premium Profile Foam

Rebonded Foam

Mattress Type Bonded + Memory Foam Bonded + PU Foam

100 % Organic Cotton

Premium Super Soft Foam

Rebonded Foam

Medium Firm







Empyrean has the hallmark of being incredibly superior, innovative and an eccentric mattress designed with a sublimely 

beautiful looking French top. This pressure relieving material originally designed for NASA, truly makes it a galactic design 

that perfectly etches to your body silhouette for your hypnotic over the moon slumber experience.  Crafted for nobles 

deserving of a royal divine sleep. Thanks to the advanced 3D Airflow Technology allowing optimum air circulation keeping 

you cooler and antimicrobial features keeps away from dust and mites ensuring a hygienic sleep surface. Ergonomically 

designed memory foam provides superior ORTHO support for the ideal spinal alignment which helps in alleviating stress 

and absorbs pressure that stems from your body. Empyrean undeniably relaxes your muscles facilitating improved 

quality of your sleep.
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Morpheus is an eminent prophetic design that deploys the latest innovation and engineered for your pleasant utopian sleep.  

Multilayer top quilt upholstered in lavish Belgium Bliss 100% organic cotton for your mind blowing comfort. Revolutionary 3D 

Airflow Technology creates a breathable space within the mattress to allow for a consistent temperature. Encased in a layer of 

the highly resilient PU foam gives better overall support and comfort through the night. Specially designed to provide enhanced 

support and care for your vertebrae, spine, lumbar, hips and joints. Helps relieve aches and pains so you wake up feeling rested.  

Cleverly moulds to every contour of your body, no matter how you sleep.  Hypoallergenic feature resists dust mites, making it 

indeed a great choice for a healthy night's sleep. Needle tufted side handles for remarkable grip and durability.
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A beautifully crafted natural coir mattress in plain top with impressive looks and functional layers to gratify your hypnotic sleep. 

Verdant has super tough and robust natural fibre making it an excellent choice, if you are looking for a firm mattress supporting 

your back. Three multilayers are cleverly combined with natural latex regulating body temperature and increased airflow for 

breathability. Chemical free highly resilient organic coconut husk fibre promoting perfect posture and PU plus soft foam for 

luxurious levels of comfort to drift into hypnotic slumber. Layers are encased in antimicrobial cotton blended soft quilt aiding in 

your hygienic sleep environment. With our vegan Verdant you can enjoy the goodness of nature and experience angelic sleep. We 

offer Terra the same model in 4 inch.
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/ TERRA



Terrestrial Endurance 100 % organic Dunlop Latex Pillow is designed to cushion the contours of the neck for superior support. Pincore technology 
ensures air ventilation, making it highly breathable and absorbs moisture. It dissipates heat, keeps you cool in summer and warm in winter for a stress-
free, buoyant sleep all night. Highly resilient Latex designed to retain its shape without flattening or sagging. Encased in a removable ultra-soft zipper 
cover, for an easy quick wash. Naturally hypoallergenic, dust and fire-resistant latex material, above all it’s vegan with no harmful chemicals. This 
environment  friendly pillow is a perfect blend of comfort, style and technology.



Cosmic Comfort is a dynamic high fibre pillow crafted for your blissful sleep. Enjoy the goodness of an exceptionally soft and ultra light weight pillow encased in fluffy 

polyester for a caring, gentle cuddly effect on your skin. Highly breathable fabric filled with flexible conjugated hollow high fibre ensures resilience coupled with 

antimicrobial and antibacterial features for your dreamy cosy night sleep. Premium quality high fibres pave the way for ideal head and neck support. Versatile for all 

seasons.

SIZE:

Dazzle Dreams Memory Foam pillow material originally designed for NASA, cleverly adapts to the contours of your head, neck and shoulders for a tailored superior 

support, delivering you peaceful and divine sleep right through the night. A plush stylish pillow with ultra luxurious knitted quilt and jersey fabric inner cover designed 

for your glorious comfort. Memory foam with 3D Airflow technology ensures optimum breathability and provides a fresher, hygienic sleep experience. Moisture 

wicking properties dissipates heat, keeps you fresh, cool and dry. Ortho-friendly, eco-friendly and hypoallergenic pillow keeps you away from any dust, mites and 

irritants. It features a gentle skin friendly removable outer zipper cover for easy quick wash.
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152-F, Bommasandra Industrial Area, 4th Phase, Bommasandra, Jigani Hobli, 
Bengaluru, Karnataka, 560099

+91 8138000575    info@tadworld.com www.tadworld.com @tadesignindia
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